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What does CTDB do?

- Cluster membership and leadership
- Cluster database and database recovery
- Cluster-wide messaging transport for Samba
- Service management and monitoring
- IP address management, failover and consistency checking
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- CTDB scalability and performance
- Reduce barrier to entry for new CTDB developers
- Encourage wider use
- Parallelise CTDB database daemon?
- Remove non-database functions from database daemon
- Cleanly split out cluster, service, IP management
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How do we get there?

- I told you last year!
- So far it has looked very little like I described...
- Slow progress...
- ...one bite at a time...
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What has been happening?

- Recovery helper
- NFS support factoring
- IP allocation
- NAT gateway
- LVS support
- TCP connection killing
- Recovery lock
- Monitoring in recovery daemon
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Recovery helper

- Actually a bug fix to avoid recovery deadlock...
- ...more from Amitay later
- New protocol and client code to support
- New helper `ctdb_recovery_helper`
- All new code — no nested event loops!
- Drop in replacement for existing recovery code
Twelve months of untangling
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NFS support

- This change is confined to scripts...
- We had 60.nfs and 60.ganesha
- We had a request for 60.glusternfs
- Refactored into single 60.nfs
- Now have CTDB_NFS_CALLOUT configuration variable
- Default is nfs-linux-kernel-callout
- Sample nfs-ganesha-callout
- José has been working on nfs-ganesha-callout recently
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IP allocation

- IP allocation algorithm depends on IP addresses and node states
- CTDB data structures were deep in the code
- Several interface points between IP allocation algorithm and surrounding code
- Introduced more abstract data structures
- IP allocation is now separate “module”
- Next step: IP allocation daemon?
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LVS

- Had daemon support: LVS capability, single public IP
- “ctdb lvsmaster” calculated LVS master node
- Re-implemented using same model as NAT gateway
- New helper script: “ctdb_lvs master|list|status”
- LVS support reduced to 2 non-core scripts
- Simplified IP takeover code due to absence of single public IP
Twelve months of untangling
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Recovery lock

- `fcntl(2)` lock on cluster filesystem
- Lock is taken on first recovery...
- ...and released on election loss
- Combination of “cluster master lock” and “recovery lock”
- Want to split this...
- ...and allow other forms of cluster mutex than `fcntl(2)` lock
- New helper `ctdb_mutex_fcntl_helper`
- Or: `CTDB_RECOVERY_LOCK=\n    "!/my/cluster/mutex/helper args ..."
- Recovery lock not split yet
Twelve months of untangling
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Monitoring in recovery daemon

- Recovery daemon runs `main_loop` at 1 second intervals
- Cluster leadership/elections, nodes states/flags, database recovery, IP failover & monitoring are all intertwined
- Continuously revisit and improve...
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Split the recovery lock

- Drop support for “ctdb setreclock ...”
- What do you do when it fails?
- Split recovery lock into separate cluster & recovery locks
- Split out election code
- Drop recovery lock?
- Depends on handling of election during recovery
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Split out election handling

- Given work so far, quite easy to factor out
- Should we then run as a separate daemon?
- Would this daemon do the recovery master validation?
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Public IP management/takeover

- Improve API to IP allocation algorithm module?
- IP address reloading helper
- IP takeover run helper
- Move public IP state into a replicated database?
- Move TCP connection tracking ("tickles") into a replicated database?
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